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STAY ACTIVE TO
STAY HEALTHY!
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Physical activity keeps our
bodies strong and healthy.
Getting one hour or more of
activity each day will help you
focus, have more energy, and
get your heart pumping!

Track Yourself
Track how many minutes you did physical activity
each day! Write the number in the box below.

Activity Videos
CHECK IT OUT!
Check out our 95210+YOU
activity videos brought you by
Theatre of Youth, Kevin McCarthy,
Rolly Pollies WNY and
Jeff Musial the Animal Guy!

Visit:

www.fitnessforkidschallenge.com
/activityvideos

day 1

Activity...

day 2

Create your own dance move! Teach
your friend, or someone at home
and have a dance party!

day 3

READY, SET, GO!

day 4
day 5

Kids Run Buffalo is back! Sign up
for this FREE family run today — all
registered participants will receive
a race bib, medal, training
tips and so much more! Visit
kidsrunbuffalo.com for registration
and for more information.

For more information and activities visit: www.FitnessForKidsChallenge.com
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Challenge:
For each letter in your name, do the exercise next to it.
For example, if your name is Beth, you would do:
1. B= 5 sit ups
2. E= 10 high knees
3. T= pretend jump rope for 10 seconds
4. H= 15 seconds run in place

My name is: _______________________________________________
Can you think of two other words that have to do with this month’s challenge?
Write them on the lines below and do the exercise next to each of those letters too!
Word #1: __________________________________________________
Word #2: __________________________________________________

Color by math

Color the the animals using the color chart below.
Which do you think is the fastest runner?
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